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make unit 41.0 shake mix reach in 40.0

Amanda Hawks

Michelle Bell

10/30/20212464 - Bell, Michelle

(336) 703-3134

X

grilled chicken cooling at 1206 54.0 cheesecake reach in 40.0

grilled chicken cooling at 1229 47.0 hot water three comp 128.0

cheese quesadilla cooling at 1206 56.0

cheese quesadilla cooling at 1229 51.0

lettuce walk in cooler 41.0

burger hot hold 153.0

raw bacon prep cooler 41.0

hot dog prep cooler 42.0

burger patty prep cooler 41.0

raw chicken prep cooler 34.0

chicken tender final cook 193.0

hamburger final cook 180.0

corn dog hot hold 155.0

french fries hot hold 150.0

bbq steam well 175.0

chili steam well 179.0

cheese steam well 139.0

ambient walk in 39.0

chlorine sanitizer bucket 200.0



 
Comment Addendum to Food Establishment Inspection Report

Establishment Name: COOK OUT #7 Establishment ID: 3034020409

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

1 2-102.11 (A), (B) and (C) (1), (4) - (16), 2-103.11 PIC shall ensure rules in the code for food safety and handling are met: Person in charge does not
have food safety certification; priority violations present during inspection; questions posed, such as, employee health, delivery temperatures, etc.
could not be answered during inspection. Based on the RISKS inherent to the FOOD operation, during inspections and upon request the PERSON
IN CHARGE shall demonstrate to the REGULATORY AUTHORITY knowledge of foodborne disease prevention, application of the HAZARD
Analysis and CRITICAL CONTROL POINT principles, and the requirements of this Code. The PERSON IN CHARGE shall demonstrate this
knowledge by: (A) Complying with this Code by having no violations of PRIORITY ITEMS during the current inspection; Pf or (B) Being a certified
FOOD protection manager who has shown proficiency of required information through passing a test that is part of an accredited program; or (C)
Responding correctly to the inspector's questions as they relate to the specific FOOD operation.

2 2-102.12 (A) Certified Food Protection Manager: Manager on duty has not received certification from an accredited food safety certification program.
The PERSON IN CHARGE shall be a certified FOOD protection manager who has shown proficiency of required information through passing a test
that is part of an ACCREDITED PROGRAM.

3 2-201.11 Ensure food employees understand when to report illnesses, symptoms and exposure. P: Manager knew two symptoms and one illness
that contributes to foodborne illness. The PERMIT HOLDER shall require FOOD EMPLOYEES and CONDITIONAL EMPLOYEES to report to the
PERSON IN CHARGE information about their health and activities as they relate to diseases that are transmissible through FOOD. CDI: Information
given to manager about the five symptoms and six illnesses leading to foodborne illness.

5 2-501.11 Clean-up of Vomiting and Diarrheal Event: 0 pts. No procedures present for clean-up of vomiting and diarrheal events. A FOOD
ESTABLISHMENT shall have written procedures for EMPLOYEES to follow when responding to vomiting or diarrheal events that involve the
discharge of vomitus or fecal matter onto surfaces in the 
FOOD ESTABLISHMENT. The procedures shall address the specific actions EMPLOYEES must take to minimize the spread of contamination and
the exposure of EMPLOYEES, consumers, FOOD, and surfaces to vomitus or fecal matter. CDI: Sample vomiting and diarrheal plan provided to
establishment.

6 2-401.11 Eating, Drinking, or Using Tobacco: 0 pts. Two employee drinks on prep table upon entry (no food present). Employee drinks shall be
stored to prevent contamination of food, clean equipment, utensils, etc. CDI: Drinks moved to low shelving.

10 5-205.11 Using a Handwashing Sink - Operation and Maintenance: Ice cream scoop laying in bowl of handwashing sink. Ice bucket in front of sink.
Handwashing sinks shall be maintained accessible at all times and used for only handwashing. CDI: Scoop removed and ice bucket moved to
storage on ice machine.

13 3-202.15 Package Integrity: 0 pts. Dented can of ketchup. FOOD packages shall be in good condition and protect the integrity of the contents so that
the FOOD is not exposed to ADULTERATION or potential contaminants. CDI: Manager educated and can segregated.

15 3-302.11 Packaged and Unpackaged Food - Separation, Packaging, and Segregation: Unwashed cases of tomatoes stored above slaw and pickles.
Food shall be protected from contamination from unwashed fruits and vegetables.//3-304.15 (A) Gloves, Use Limitation: Employee handled raw
chicken tenders with gloves, removed gloves, then handled bag of French fries with same gloves./ Employee wiped face with gloves, then handled
ice scoop and began making beverages with same gloves./ Employee contacted trash can with gloves, then handled tortilla with same gloves. If
used, SINGLE-USE gloves shall be used for only one task such as working with READY-TO-EAT FOOD or with raw animal FOOD, used 
for no other purpose, and discarded when damaged or soiled, or when interruptions occur in the operation. CDI: All employees educated, removed
gloves and washed hands.

16 4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils: Two soiled metal pans, 3 sticky sauce bottles, soiled
plastic pans (under lip), soiled dicer. Food contact surfaces of equipment and utensils shall be clean to sight and touch.//4-602.11 Equipment Food-
Contact Surfaces and Utensils - Frequency: Ice machine soiled. Employees stated tongs for grabbing hot hold items and cutting board for food
contact items are cleaned once per day. Shake mixer is sanitized once per day. Equipment food contact surfaces and utensils, if used with
TIME/TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOR SAFETY FOOD, EQUIPMENT FOOD CONTACT SURFACES and UTENSILS shall be cleaned
throughout the day at least every 4 hours. In EQUIPMENT such as ice makers:(A) At a frequency specified by the manufacturer, or (b) Absent
manufacturer specifications, at a frequency 
necessary to preclude accumulation of soil or mold. Verification of new cleaning procedures for food contact items required by 10-30-21 to Michelle
Bell at bellmi@forsyth.cc or 336-703-3134.

20 3-501.14 Cooling: REPEAT: Sliced tomatoes 65F at 12:01pm in make unit and 65F at 12:28pm. Slaw 47F at 12:01pm in make unit and 47F at
12:30pm. TIME/TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOR SAFETY FOOD shall be cooled within 4 hours. CDI: Foods were going to be used within the 4
hour window or discarded by manager. Do not overstack foods above cooling zone of make unit.

28 7-102.11 Common Name - Working Containers: 0 pts. One unlabeled bottle of chemical. Bottles of chemical removed from bulk chemicals shall be
labeled with common name. CDI: Manager removed bottle to discard/label.

33 3-501.15 Quickly cool foods. Use methods such as open/vented shallow pans, large ice baths and active stirring. REPEAT: Cold air must flow
around product to remove the heat. -Pf: Food overstacked in make unit after preparation was not allowing it to cool properly. Provide adequate
refrigeration time for proper cooling in walk in cooler or submerge down in cooling zone of make unit for proper cooling. Other effective means may

be used. Manager to hold pans in cooling zone of make unit. CDI: Food would be used before 4 hours was exceeded.

37 3-302.12 Food Storage Containers Identified with Common Name of Food: 0 pts. Salt unlabeled in container of dry storage. Ingredients removed
from bulk containers shall be identified with their common name.



39 3-305.11 Food Storage - Preventing Contamination from the Premises: Ice bin being maintained open in drive thru. Handwashing sink by ice
machine is able to splash onto shelving with food ingredients next to it. Food shall be protected by contamination from the premises. Maintain ice bin
closed at drive thru. Install splashguard to left of handwashing sink to prevent splash onto shelving of provide spacing to eliminate hazard.

40 2-303.11 Prohibition - Jewelry: 0 pts. Employee in drive thru wearing bracelets. Food employees shall only wear a solid band ring while working with
food.

42 3-302.15 Washing Fruits and Vegetables: 0 pts. Discussion with manager about onions. Onions are washed after slicing. Fruits and vegetables shall
be washed PRIOR to slicing. Onions shall be washed with peels on.

43 3-304.12 Store in-use utensils in a clean, dry place, in food with handles out, in 135F or greater water or in running water which quickly moves food
particles to the drain. REPEAT: Ice scoop handle laying on ice. Ice scoop at ice machine being stored in soiled container. Maintain handle of scoop
upright out of ice and in an clean container.

44 4-901.11 Equipment and Utensils, Air-Drying Required: REPEAT: Multiple pans stacked wet. Equipment and utensils shall be completely air-dried
prior to stacking.

45 4-903.11 (A) and (C) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles - Storing: Containers for storing condiments soiled.
Store single-service and single-use articles in clean containers.//4-904.11 Kitchenware and Tableware - Preventing Contamination: Cups stacked out
of protective plastic packaging. Maintain mouthparts of cups protected.

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment: REPEAT: The following equipment is in need of repair: wheels missing from
refrigerated drawers, knobs missing from hot well set, broken handle on walk in cooler door, gaps present in panels inside walk in cooler (at ceiling),
threshold of walk in cooler and walk in freezer need sealed and tightened to floor, heat strip broken for walk in freezer door, condensate leaking from
evaporator in walk in freezer, rusted shelving present in walk in cooler and freezer, rusted shelving in dry storage, shelving needs replacement in
milkshake area. Equipment shall be maintained in good repair.

49 4-602.13 Non-food contact surfaces of equipment shall be cleaned at frequency to prevent accumulation of soil residue. REPEAT: Nonfood contact
surfaces throughout establishment are soiled with accumulation of debris to include, but not limited to, shelving, crevices, gaskets,
tops/sides/underneath equipment. Nonfood contact surfaces of equipment shall be maintained clean.

53 6-202.14 Toilet Rooms, Enclosed: 0 pts. Repair self-closure on restroom to fully close when let-go. Restroom doors shall self-close.

55 6-501.11 Repairing - Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures - Methods: Seal around pipe penetrations into ceilings and walls. Caulk
handwashing sink to wall in restroom and caulk toilet to floor. Door frame for restroom is rusting. Escutcheon plate is needed around plumbing in
restroom. FRP trim is missing or damaged in some locations and needs repair/replacement. Repair open piping in floor near bag-n-box. Re-caulk
mopsink area. Chipping finish on ceiling tiles. Floor grates and sinks chipping finish. The premises shall be maintained in good repair.//6-501.12
Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions: REPEAT: Air conditioning vents throughout soiled and dusty. Floors, walls and ceilings soiled throughout.
Establishment shall be maintained clean.//6-201.13 Floor and Wall Junctures, Coved, and Enclosed or Sealed: No coved base present in restroom.
Add.

56 6-303.11 Intensity - Lighting: 0 pts. Lighting is low in walk in freezer at 4ftcd. Increase lighting to 10 ftcd./ Shake machine 33ftcd. Increase to 50 ftcd.


